
 
 

  
  
    
            
  

ABSTRACT 
A will is considered as a 

couse of action rather than an 
action it self, absychological 
strength aiming at achiwing 4 
specific purpose. There are 
factors that activate the will such 
as the incentive which is 
considered either insipid or good 
according to the target a person 
aims to do. He who targets a 
selfish goal is called un isolated 
person and cares about  his 
personal private needs inspite of 
being trifle as he considers his 
interest like a public one and they 
is the issue that the first section 
deals with.  

The second section deals 
with the provocation as if in 
considered to be one of the 
factors that affect the will and 
lead it to the crime. Hager is also 
considered as a natural 
phenomenon of persons's action, 
which is a casual action that 
reflects the person's angry – se'f, 
a kind of surorising and 
embaracing shock. Jt shows a 
rerction that can't be kept within 
which may lead the will to the 
crime. 

The third section deals 
with the relation between the will 
and the predetermination and 
pursuit that can be regarded as 

amental action penetrating within 
the doers will which is and doubt, 
the way of planning and doing 
the crime after thinking deeply 
and gullethy, can also be covnted 
of the harmful and dangerous 
effects on both the grimind's and 
dead's sides. The crime may 
reveal his personality in natural 
state and bring all the dangerous 
affects which means an increae in 
criminal anger because this will 
leads to a crime with 
determination.  

The fourth section shows 
the relation between the will and 
the criminats case. The laws of 
penality deal with criminal's 
aetnal case as it may stress.  

The penalty. Besides, there 
is a number of people who have 
some featuers that can be used to 
facilitate their crimes and lead 
the will to the criminal action.  

Finally, thiy section shonis 
the relation between the will and 
the factor of adoptadion of some 
criminals and how thiy 
adaptation actirates the will 
towards the crime. 

The condnsion sums up the 
results of the relation ship 
between the will and the 
criminal's environment that may 
lead his will to do criminal 
action. 
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